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Model U.N. Idea Born
Ten Years Ago Today
Today is the tenth all:Mei vary
,f an idea born at Stanford in
1950.
The ideathe Model United Nations begins its tenth eomrnemaative meeting today at Ole Uniersity of California. Ten SJS students will represent Lebanon.
Model United Nations was established as an instrument by
which the United Nations could be
brought into immediate and intimate association with college and
university young adults in the
area.
NOW TRADITION
Now, ten years after its inception. MUN has become a tradition
among participating schools in the
western United States. This model
situation promotes genuine understanding or the real U.N., the for-

TO DISPLAY ATTITUDES
The committee ant council
meetings will allow the delegates
to display their country’s attitudes and policies toward such international problems as control
and inspection of nuclear armament, and peaceful uses of outer
space and economic development
of underdeveloped countries.
Representing Lebanon, the ten
SJS delegates will caucus to place
the present African crisis on the
agenda of the Security Council.

ll:30 to 12:0 p.m. and 1:30 to
2:30 p.m. and tomorrow from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m.

Crittenden requested those planning to register to find out what
side of the street their residence
is on and the two parallel streets
perpendicular to their street. This
"More men than women have information is essential in deterteen signing up," he said. "As to mining the voter’s precinct, he
party preference, Republicans have said.
been taking a slight edge over
VOLUNTEERS
Democrats," Crittenden added.
The two students volunteered
Crittenden and his co-worker, at the Santa Clara County Regis Louis Gray, a senior English ma- trar’s office to be deputy reelsYir, ran out of forms at 2 p.m. trars, attended an orientation
:.esterday and had to tell several meeting, and were subsequently
sworn in. They receive 10 cents
s’udent. tu come hack today.
’IN’ TOMORROW
for every name they register.
up today
i will be
The
Mr. Stockdale said the new union
dnd Friday from 8 I. 10 a.m., has just begun its organizing cam-

Fifty Custodians
Get iinion Charter
SJi cusiodians yesterday revived their charter for local No.
564 of the American Federation
of -Stale. County and Municipal
F.mployees. AFL-CIO.
Harry Stockdale, president, announced that about 50 custodians
make up the charter member list.
Membership is open to all SJS
employees except faculty and administration.
Ernie Roy is vice president, and
Forrest Gordon is secretary -treasurer. The union has a national
membership iif 22;0,000

’Lebanon Delegation’

eign policy of a specific nation,
and the enjoyment of an experience in the art of negotiation.
More than 1000 delegates from
over 80 colleges and universities
will attend today’s meeting which
lasts until Saturday.

Over 200 Students Register
At Campus Sign-up Booth
Over 21,0 San Jose State students have registered to vote in
the 1960 primary and general
election at the registration booth
in front of the Spartan bookstore,
Bob Crittenden, junior political
science major and deputy registrar, said yesterday.

P,,,

Wahlquist May Get
On-Campus Housing

calm

%140.rusit,.

paign. He hopes to extend the inBuena. of the organization to all
non-academic personnel at SJS,
especially clerical employees, he
said,
San Jose State is the only college in the county to offer the
registration service, according to
Waldo Wulf, principal clerk of the
County Registrar of Voters office.

Vets Must Sign
Attendance vouchers mast be
signed by all Cal set’, before the
Easter acation, or subsistence
checks t III he delayed, according to Miss Edith Graves of the
cashier’s office, Adro263.

r
bi Jim La.
U.N. DELEGATIONSan Jose State’s delegation to the Model
I Inited Nations (left to right) Francis Azimi, Mohammed Tabibi,
Stan Stevens, Sam Obregon, Brent Davis and Aesop Sim gather
around globe in Library before leaving today for Berkeley where
they will represent Lebanon. The Model U.N. meeting started 10
years ago by Stanford university, will be held on the University of
California campus. Delegation members not pictured are Martha
Allshouse, George Maalouf, Prax Loya, Sam Wiah, Manuel Oliverey and Dr. G. G. Brunt:, faculty adviser.

No Case Dismissals
Allovved at Hear i ngs
lir tent

Co,

;l114.1’

l’a hours of closed session deliberation decided they couldn’t dismiss a case at a hearing "because
no such provision is set forth in
court proceedings," and with that
decision in hand, set trial for Music Education National conference
during student court yesterday
afternoon.
The music group, along with a
host of other campus organizations, had failed to submit a revised list of its officers and advisers to the ASH prosecuting attorney and activities office last
semester.
During court hearhsg, Steven
Bornstein, defense attorney, had
presented u hat he said was a
suorn letter signed by gnmp ad
%herr Dr. Russell Harrison stat
ing that the list had teen sub nutted.
Because of the letter and "lack
Of sufficient evidence," the court
had ruled to dismiss the case. But
ASH Prosecuting Attorney Pat
McClenahan objected to dismissing
the case. The court subsequently
ruled to sustain his objection.
In other ruses ensuing from

SJS Recreation Interns Return
To Share Fieldwork Problems

on a non -pay, 40-hour a week
basis. Students receive 10 units
of credit for their fieldwork.
Local agencies, including hospitals, city park and recreation
departments, and municipal recreation centers cooperate with the
Recreation department in training students.
Students on their fieldwork are
under the supervision of recreation directors at these institutions
and are given a variety of on-thejob experiences ranging from faceSTEP UP
The internship, or fieldwork, to-face leadership to proposing a
mrres as a step between school budget and interviewing applicants
Std the practical application or for recreation positions.
full time job in recreation, accordMS UNIQUE
ing to Dr.
Mary Wiley, head of
San Jose State College is the
the Recreation department.
The fieldwork program is divid- only college west of the Mississippi river offering this type of
ed into two six
week periods with
a week in between spent on cam- Internship for recreation majors,
pus discussing fieldwork problems. according to Dr. Wiley.
The program has received recogAiring this week, seminars are
held with recreation supervisors nition from the National Recreaslid college faculty to discuss the tion assn., and is the first college
trainProgram from the viewpoint of the to have a student affiliate
SUPerViSOr NS well as the student. ing prognam with a Veterans hospital.
Students are sent on their fieldREQI*IRED PROGRAM
The program is required of all work according to their particuter reotion
majors during their lar needs. The students needs, aclast semester
in college and is cording to Dr. Wiley, may vary
JIM JANSSEN
Going nut on an internship and
leasing books, tests, and professors
behind isn’t as easy as it sounds-at least that’s what 17 San Jose
State recreation majors say. They
are hack on campus this week for
o fieldwork swapshop to discuss
their internship problems.
San Jose State’s department
started its full time student internship program in the spring of
1150.

failure to turn in re% ised lists:
Sangha, philosophy club, pleaded
guilty; Radio-TV Guild changed
its plea to guilty: Ski club and Real
Estate Insurance assn, were fined
$10 each; Theta Sigma Phi, honorary women’s journalism frAternity,
was fined $5: and contempt of
court charges against Psi Chi,
honorary psychology society, for
failure to appear in court were
dropped because summons were
not received in time by the club.

Five Awards

ROTC Honors
Top Cadets
In Celebration
San Jose State ROTC celebrated
its 13th anniversary yesterday
with a military review, a general
display of weapons and equipment,
and concerts by the Fort Ord Soldiers chorus.

Four individual cadet awards
and one group award were presented in the military review on
the campus athletic field. Seventh
from more administrative experiand San Carlos sts., at 2 p.m.
ence to recreation leadership.
The Daughters of the American
DIRECTOR’S VIEW
Kenneth Novander, director of Revolution medal was given to
the Arroyo Viejo community rec- cadet Capt. Oscar Sakamoto. The
reation center in Oakland, ex- award was given for "cooperation,
pressed his view on behalf of the patriotism and promptness in the
supervisor, saying, "the program course of participation in the
takes more time on our part but ROTC program.
is worth the time. It trains stuThe Student Government award
dents going into the field."
was presented to cadet Second Lt.
Jim Curl, senior recreation maRobert I. "Pat" McClenahan, ASB
jor, is taking his fieldwork at the
prosecuting attorney.
Arroya Viejo center, which serves
almost 100.000 people in all age
Cadet Corporal Larry L. Fitter
groups.
was awarded the Zane medal for
Expressing the student’s view, "outstanding leadership and miliCorinne Ture, taking her fieldwork tary attributes."
at the Veterans hospital at Palo
Company C won the intra-hattle
Alto, said "There are plenty of
tests, but the true test is having group basketball championship and
was presented a trophy by SJS
to face the job we do."
Vice Pres. William J. Dusel.

Nal
ation Education
Checks Available
Nat lona! 1 tete:Ise I:ducat ion
checks are now available at the
cashier’s office in...the administration building for those recipients who are expecting them by
April 15, according to Stanford
Bohne, administrative assistant.

A display of the latest army
weapons attracted several hundred students throughout the day.
Among the exhibits were tanks,
cannons, mortars, several small
arms, the 1013 mm. recoiless rifle.
and communication equipment.
Ten "mechanical mules" were
taxiing students to and from fraternities, sororities and living
groups.

A elate college building pro- I Also to be considered
gram not yet presented to the million allot tment to Alameda
legislature includes a $40,000 !County state college and a $9 militem for a president’a home on lion outlay to San Francisco slate
college. The SE state college figNO 108 the SJS campus.
$60,000 presiother state colleges’ al- ure also includes a
dent’s home.
ready has.. presidents’ homes,
No mention of the north bay
and the state department of edu
cation aims eventually to provide state college (recently set Iiir Co on-campiis housing for all state Wt.!) has yet been made in the
proposal.
college presidents.
TEXTBOOK OPPOSITION
The item is included In a $275
The board of education also
million state college building program to be submitted tomorrow plans to discuss legislative oppoto the state board of edueation in sition to the purchase of 5 million
textbooks from publishers on the
The resised consul lit loll ill be Sacramento.
East coast, and will consider putis
debuilding
The
program
Student
item
on
the
the major
ting more "solids" in elementary
to
satisfy
state
college
signed
at
agenda
this
afternoon
Council
and high school social studies
building
demands
up
to
1966.
2:30 in the College Union.
courses.
Last week council members met
BIG SJS REQUEST
SOCIAL STUDIES REVISION
for seven hours, discussing both
The total SJS request is $24 milThe social studies program
major and minor points of the lion, not including the $4 million would place more emphasis o n hisproposal. Chairman of the revi- recently passed by the legislature. tory, economics, gemtraphy and posion committee, Sam Obregon, and
By years, the plan requests:
litical science.
committee member Pat McClenaFor 1961-62:
Driver education, hygiene and
han, were present to supply the
Police and Military Science "life-adjustment" courses no longwhys and whats incorporated into building, $1,941,000; Science build- er would provide social studies
the revision.
ing, $4,700,000;
Administration credit
MAY AMEND REVISION
building addition. $500.000: Corpor"Some amendments to the re- ation yard addition, $100.000;
vision will probably be made by Cafeteria addition, $900.000.
the council," said ASH Pres. Rich
For 1962-63:
Hill.
Business building, $2 million;
Once the constitution is finished. Television
facilities,
$500,000;
the council will take up regular Home Economics building remodbusiness.
eling, $500.000; Second parking gaDoyle Norman, senior representative, will report on findings of $675,000.
rage $212
in"rma27
his special committee which was
For 1964-65:
"Sex Reversals in Animals and
created to study a resolution proFaculty Office building addition
posed two weeks ago by TASC, a $450,000; president’s residence, Man" is the lecture topic of Dr.
temporarily recognized political $60,000.
Emil Witschi, national lecturer
party.
For 1965-66:
for Sigma Xi and professor at the
Military Science building addiASKS SUPPORT
State University of Iowa, tumorTASC asked that the Student tion, $500,000.
! row at 7:30 p.m. in SI42.
Council officially back the Negro
sitdown demonstrations in the
His lecture is sponsored by the
south and to offer a $250 scholarncollege lecture committee and the
ship to one of nine Negro students
campus chapter of Sigma Xi.
expelled from Alabama state colDr. Witschi is a professor of
lege as a result of the demonstrazoology, embryology and endocrinThe council is expected to inology at the midwestern univerlendew and name a homecoming
sity. Born in Switzerland. Dr. Witcommittee chairman. Two candischi came to the U.S. in 1926 un
dates have applied for the post.
The main bill of the master plan fellowships to the University of
for higher education passed its Chicago and Yale university.
first screen in the assembly MonHe became a naturalized citizen
day, as the assembly education in 1933, and has been on the faccommittee approved an amended ulty of the State University of
version of the plan.
Iowa since 1927.
Dr. Witschi has been a guest
The plan now is under discusTuSen. John r. Kennedy led by sion at the assembly ways and professor at the University
more than 40,000 votes on the means committee. It already has bingen. Germany in 1948-49 and
at the University of Paris last
Democratic ticket In the Wiscon- passed the senate.
The full assembly must approve year. He is a permanent delegate
sin primary late last night.
Ahead of Sen. Hubert Hum- the plan, then the senate again to the International Congress of
phrey 255,000 to 243,000, Senator will study it, and either accept or Zoologists and is president of the
American Society of Zoologists.
Kennedy had drawn 54 per cent reject assembly amendments.
of the Democratic vote.
With 75 per cent of the Wisconsin vote tabulated, Senator
Humphrey said he was happy to
be doing so well.
Senator Kennedy told newsmen before the election yesterday that he V101/id withdraw
William Wiegand’s "Treatment
"Treatment Man" Is a "thought
from the race If Humphrey were Man" will be reviewed at today’s provoking" story which conveys a
to beat him in Wisconsin.
book talk by Dr. Julian Roebuck, picture of prison life and condiThe Wisconsin primary Is said assistant professor of sociology, in tions plus an analysis of a prison
to be a key battle for the two cafeteria rooms A and B at riot, declared Dr. Roebuck.
Democratic presidential hopefuls. 12:30 p.m.
He explained that the author,
presently a creative writing instructor at Stanford university.
got the idea for the novel when he
covered a riot at a maximum security penitent lacy in Jackson,
DROPs APPORTIONMENT IsSIVE
SACRAMENTO (UPI) - The legislature dropped plans yesterday Mich, for the University ii Mich, to consider the touchy issue of reapportionment this year and set a gan’s campus newspaper It" was
then a graduate student at the
tentative date of Thursday to end the 1960 session,
Only a handful of controversial items stood between the law- university.
"The story is told thro.i,.11 II me makers and the end of a session that started Feb. 1.
(Hum of two lust person narraLeft on the calendar were these issues:
1. Bills to crack down on so-called "10 per centers" in the second tives," Dr. Roebuck added. "One
is a prison psychologist who tells
mortgage field.
2. A proposal to set up statewide controls over motor vehicles of the riot through the prison officials’ point of view, and the other
as a smog prevention measure.
3. A measure providing a master plan for the operation of the is a convict leader who relates the
fears and hopes of the rioting in University of California and 14 state colleges.
4. Bond issues totaling 400 million dollars for the veterans’ farm mates,
"I have discussed the book with
and home program and either 300 or 350 million dollars to continue
the author," said Dr. Roebuck,
state aid to school classroom construction,
"and he is pleased that it is being
’CIVIL RIGHTS OKAY TO IKVDIRKSEN
WASHINGTON 1 UPI) The
Senate version of the civil rights reviewed at San Jose State."
bill, as it now stands, is acceptable to President Eisenhower, Senate
Republican Leader Everett M. Dirksen said yesterday.
At the same time, House Republican Leader Charles A. lialleck
said he would like to see the House accept the Senate’s version of the
measure without change.
Hailed( said the bill passed earlier by the House was very similar
to that now before the Senate.
How poor are they that
Dirksen hoped the Senate would take final action on the hill
have not patience. And
aimed principally at insuring Negro voting rightsduring the night.
But Senate Democratic Leader Lyndon B. Johnson did not think the
also are lacking a pair of
final vote would come that soon.
Clark’s Desert Boots!
Gadzooks, my friends, don’t
CHESSMAN LOSES ANOTHER PLEA
SAN FRANCISCO (UPII -Caryl Chessman yesterday lost ancry end carry on so, for
other attempt to evade his ninth execution date in 12 years, this one
there is a solution. Those
scheduled for May 2.
without a pair of these
The California district court of appeal denied without comment
classic comfortables can
a request by Chessman’s attorney for a writ of habeas corpus and n
come down to R/A and get
stay of execution.
a pair for only 12.95.
A death row guard at San Quentin prison notified Chessman of
They, they may acquire
the court’s decision and he merely said "thank you" and turned away
patience and be rich!
A short while later he was brought downstairs fir a conference with
one of his attorneys, Rosalie Asher,
Attorney George T. Davis asked the court Monday to reverse a
decision last week by Mann County Superior Jials,e Jordan Martilist iii SuntaC’hua 40.06j
nelli.

Council May
Amend ’New’
Constitution

Dr. Witschi
,Will Lecture
Tomorrow

Higher Ed Pla
Passes Group
In Assembly

Kennedy Leads
In Wisconsin

Prof To Review Prison
Book, "Treatment Man"
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Vaitey Comment
High School Social Studies
May Be Strengthened
High school social studies course,. notoriously mills could
be bolstered in the near future if the state board of education
performs the vs ay we want it to.
The board will hear plans later this week for social studies
revisions at the high school and elementary levels.
A main point under discussion will be the fact that besides
the offering of often dubious subjects that actually are social
studies, many high schools presently consider driver education
and other such games social studies.
The proposal the board of education will consider would
eliminate driver training, health and hygiene, and the so-called
life adjustment courses from the social studies classification.
Furthermore, more history, economics, geography and political
science would be required.
This is a wise step that should have been taken years ago.
The weak social studies programin high schools as well as in
collegesaccounts for much of the ignorance and lack of interest of "typical" Americans in affairs of the world.
If more of the too-scarce high school time could be spent
on more solid subjects, there naturally would be less time for
gamesnot only "academic games," but also physical games
that are so strongly pushed by Charles Atlases, Jack LaLannes
and other such mental midgets.
From the information that has been released on the proposed revisions thus far, it appears that nothing but good could
come from the state board’s complete approval.

Students Display Commercial Art
Work by commercial art students will be shown in the gallery corridor of the Art building
through April.
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formal wear
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Black and white and full color
displays of art work for newspaper, magazine and brochure
production. general commercial
art, lettering, figure drawing and
air brush work are being exhibited.
The work is by students from
beginning courses through studio
practice under Marian Moreland,
associate professor of art; Thomas Elsner, assistant professor
of art; Roger Condon, instructor
in art, and Mrs. Jessie Thomas,
associate professor of art.

RENTALS

In San Jose

75 South 2nd Street

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E. San Fernando
CV 2-7501

CY4-2322
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Oakland and Ilerboloy
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These two fine departments offer a wide
choice of practical, good-looking clothing
and furnishings, reflecting our taste, ex-,
clusive styling and unmatched experience
in outfitting undergraduates. We invite
you to visit our stores during Spring vaca,
Sion, and make your selections.
OUR
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Hail to local No. 1362!
1 THINK it vould be a %cry nice gesture on
oae students’ part if a telegram or perhaps some
flowers were sent, congratulating the instructors
who have signed themselves up with Local 1362 of the American
Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO.
One is tempted, upon hearing of this recent action, to ask several questions. For instance, does this mean that professors will refuse to help with registration or show up at the Senior Ball?
Serious consequences could arise out of Local 1362, friends, and
the matter begs our deepest concern. As I see it, this unionization
is a definite signal that the professors are finally knuckling under
to us.
Now you will notice we, the rank and file, have no student union
on campus, but I think we hold our own very well. Yet we have
forced the faculty to concede that they are at their wits end when
It comes to facing us alone!
Since we have no student union, it may not be a bad idea to do
a little advance thinking about what recourse we will have if this
American Federation of Teachers thing should ever get out of hand.
I THINK some of the fundamental rights we, as students, must
have, include the right to "walk-out" of a lecture if it gets too unbearable and the day is muggy.
Also. I think students should be able to strike if midterms are
not passed back within three months.
Besides this, we students should be able to take up torches and
march on the administration building If certain intolerable conditions prevail similar to those which now are in effect.
I speak specifically of the ROTC moving its tanks and missiles
onto Seventh st., taking up an entire half block of perfectly good
parking space.)
Let us demand an extra three minutes to get to a class located
in the speech and drama building.
Other student rights should include the right to hoot loudly
when a professor tells the same anecdote twice in one week.
And what about the right to have a mediator enter into negotiations on certain obscure, abstract and incoherent true-false questions, so that some intelligible meaning can be made of them?

I CAN see the history text books in 100 years:
". . . The famous ’English 113 Riot of 1962’ in San Jose
was characterized by several incidents, including one outbreak which occurred during a 10:30 MWF class when seven
English students and one philosophy minor were killed in a
bloody battle over the question of whether Shakespeare or
Bacon wrote Shakespeare’s plays.
"The famed union organizer ’Boss Frenzy,’ long known
for his interest in the ’common assistant professor,’ incited
the riot by claiming that Bacon did the writing. He was
joined by several sympathizers from a right-wing English
148 class, and together the two classes, a total of 64 persons, did battle til noon.
’One student claimed that Frenzy ran a ’closed classroom,’ where opinions foreign to the union’s policy were
not tolerated.
"Frenzy and his colleagues received several injuries, including a nasty bruise from a jagged yardstick.
"Members of Frenzy’s Art classes joined in the riot, but
by mid-afternoon the fighting and rowdy mob had bees
squelched by fire hoses."

EDITOR: Well gentlemen,
from this side of the room your
plans for a union of teachers
looks rather dubious, or perhaps
useless and maybe even superfluous.
Hasn’t it occurred to you gentlemen of the teaching profession that the seed from which
unionism arose was first imbedded as a protest against the foul
conditions of PRIVATE enterprise. Men gathered together to
bargain collectively against a
organiza"non-governmental"
tion.
I know that I need not remind
you that you hardly qualify as
members of private enterprise
since you are in fact drawing
your paycheck in large portions
from the State of California and
In small portions from student
tuition. It seems rather dubious,
then, that an increase in wage,
for example, could be gotten by
the unionized method of striking.
I noticed in a newspaper article that this union has tw,
broad purposes: "To improve the
generally;
policy
education
teachers themselves and standards; and to gain more voice In
academic freedom." This sounds
good, but is affiliating yourselves
with the AFL-CIO the best
means to achieve these goals?
You spoke also of the teacher’s
loss of prestige, but in the same
breath you claim the way to gain
prestige is to unionize . . .
Gentlemen, trying to improve
teaching by union methods appears to be a bit useless and
maybe even superfluous. Why
not gather together informally,
talk over your grievances and
then make known what it is that
is wrong with the academic sys-
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Italian Actors To Present Comedy
-The Servant of Two Masters"
will be presented by PiccOlo Teatro di Milano at the Curran theater in San Francisco, opening
Monday, April 18.
The company of 25 actors

Scientific, Medical
Illustrations Shown
OUR "346" DEPARTMENT
AND OUR UNIVERSITY SHOP

Union of Teachers
’Appears Useless’

BOY REPORTER

ueffirr-auferD

for college undergraduates

Thrust and Parry

Gerald Nachman,

from Milan, Italy, will present
Carlo Goldoni’s comedy classic,
enacted in the 15th century tradition of pantomime, acrobatics,
music and rhythm.
Piccolo Teatro di Milano, making its first American tour, will
play a two-week engagement at
the Curran. Tickets are available by mail.

MASQUE JAZZ TRIO
COMEDIAN DICK ROTH

The 11e47 11Gaque
484 E. SAN CARLOS
Between 9411 and i0th

Scientific and medical illustrations by William Stone, a graduate student in teacher train:
ing, will be exhibited in A241
through April 22.
Included in the display are
drawings which were made during actual operations. Drawings
by medical illustrators can show
more detail than can be recorded
by a camera, according to Warren Faus, director of the Art
gallery.
Stone is a graduate of the
University of California and the
School of Medical Illustration
in Bos.on ’,Ti’s.

Tropical Suits, $75 Woollen Suits, $85 to $9S
Tweed Sport Jackets, from $60 to $70
OUR UNIVERSITY SHOP
(sizes 35 to 42)

Tropical Suits, $60 Washable Suits, from $42
Odd Jackets, from $35 Blazers, $40
.7Chaki Chino Odd Trousers, $9.50

Reader Searches
In Vain for Books
EDITOR: I have a few implied
questions about our library and/
or the students who use it. Perhaps my assigned books in directed reading are in top demand, because I’ve been trying
In vain for three weeks to find
one of several books on my list.
None of D. H. Lawrence’s novels
has been on the shelf. The only
copies I’ve seen of Age of Reason (Sartre) and The Plague
(Camus) are in French. All the
biographies of Thomas Mann are
in German. Also, a friend tells

Alcoa Subsidiary
Now

accepting applications
evening and Sat,
work in our personnel, service
and sales departhments.
EX.
CELLENT PAY plus ALCOA
SCHOLARSHIPS. Must have
car and phone. Apply window
E, Calif. Dept. of Employment,
1353 The Alameda, 7 p.m.,
Thurs. nights. See Mr. Laws,

for men

BUNGALOW
FOUNTAIN & RESTAURANT
SPARTAN SPECIAL
7 -oz. Steak and Eggs
6 Super Hamburgers

95c
99c

9TH and WILLIAM

On eampug maLitun

(Author of"! ll’a.s a Teen-age Dwarf ’, "The 3/any
Loves of Dade Gilli.s", etc.)

"NO PARKING"
As everyone knows, the most serious problem facing Ameriesa
colleges today is the shortage of parking space for students’ can.
Many remedies have been offered to solve this vexing dilemma.
For instance, it has been suggested that all students be required
to drive small foreign sports cars which can be carried in the
purse or pocket. This would, of course, solve the parking prols
lem but it would make double dating impossible -unless, that
the boys make the girls run along behind the car. But that
is no solution either because by the time they get to the prom
the girls will be panting so hard that they will wilt their corsages.
Another suggested cure for our parking woes is that all
students smoke Marlboro cigarettes. At first glance this seems
an excellent solution because we all know Marlls.r0 is the
cigarette which proved that flavor did not go out when filters
came in -and when we sit around and smoke good Marlboros
we are so possessed by sweet contentment that none of
wishes ever to leave, which means no gadding about wit:, .
means no driving, which means no parking problem.
But the argument in favor of Marlboros overlooks one important fact: when you run out of Marlbone you must go get
.
some more, which means driving, which means parking, which
means you’re right back where you started.
Probably the most practical suggestion to alleviate the campus
in
parking situation is to tasr down every school sf dentistry
the country and turn it into a parking lot. This is net to say
is imthat dentistry is unimportant. Gracious, no! Dentiory
portant and vital and a shining part of our American heritage.
denBut the fact is there is no real need for separate schools of
mining
tistry. I/entistry could easily be moved to the school of
for
engineering. Surely anyone who can drill a thousand feet
oil can fill a simple little cavity.
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COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS
ESTABLISHED 111111

Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
Till 9 p.m.
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Men’s Furnishing 0, Hats er $1) o es

201 POST ST., COR. GRANT Att., SAN I RANCI sCO 8, CAL
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United Radio &
TV Supply Co.
ELECTRONIC PARTS
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.
our imported Luiano sandals
vacation tc,
days,
you go gaiiy and cool on paooect Lujano,sandals
;e.
... handmade for you
white or natural,
51ZOS 4 to 10.
r

1425 W. San Carlos

’2

7.95

Wholesale DIsfributors

CY 8-1212
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me that an entire section
of MI.
dren’s books have been
out for
quite awhile,
Maybe the coming library
ad.
dition will contain extra
copies (4
well-read books and the
problem
will he solved. But then
again,
maybe students will still
forget
to return the books on
time. I
understand that the size
and
number of library lines is
pretty
high. I wonder how soon
the li.
brary replaces lost books.
JOYCE FLORES
ASB A5518

Spa 2tattaiti

"346" DEPARTMENT
(sizes 36 to 46)

(t.LeCe-

Personaltern of California
ly I agree that our school system is far from perfect, but unionization cannot be the answer,
since the voters of California
will make the final decision whether you operate through a union
or not.
VIRGIL M. PIPER
ASB A6804

BLOOM’S
115 501.)TH FIRST STREET

engine*
This experinient -combining dentistry with mining
with no
-and
colleges
several
at
ing -has already been tried
of a dental
very interesting results. Take, for instance, the case
Fred was
student named Fred C. Sigafism. One day recently
lot just cif
vacant
a
in
rig
drilling
out practicing with his
and, to his
campus. lie sank a shaft two hundred feet deep
while
For
mine.
surprise and delight, he struck a detergent
learned that
Fred thought his fortune was made but he soon
IsundrY.
he had drilled into the storage tank of the Eagle
as all getWalter P. Eagle, president of the launch’’, was mad
it all ended
nut and things looked mighty black for Fred. But
chew him
to
floe
his
well. When Mr. Eagle called Fred into
Patient
daughter,
out, it so happened that Mr. Eagle’s beautiful
had been
Criselda, was present. For years Patient Griselda
she cried
patiently waiting for the right man. "That’s him!"
the Eails
in
partner
upon spying Fred -and today Fred is it full
0 ism ma. eittaleo.
Laundry in charge of pleats and ruffles.
*

*

which is
Speaking of laundries reminds us of eteanliness
PIA,
unfiltered
and
Marlboros
turn reminds us of filtered
availobk
tasteboth
the
to
Murris--both clean arad fresh
ifl sott pack and flip -top boa.
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it ra copies r,f
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then again,
I still forget
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he size and
nes is pretty
soon the Iibooks.
nIES

idiary
applications
,9 and Sat,
tnel, service
menus. EX.
us ALCOA
Must have
?ply window
:mployment,
ia 7
Mr. Laws.
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Profs To Play
Three San Jose State music prom will appear with the Santa
Philharmonic orchestra at
am Friday in the University
Santa Clara auditorium. Violin.
Walters, professor of
t Gibson
oie. and cellist Donald Homuth,
vistant professor of music, will
soloists in the opening "Concerto 13 Flat." Willard Sorensen,
sociate professor of music, plays
with the orchestra.

Frank Erickson, assistant proour of music, will be guest contor with the United States Mane band at a free concert in the
n Jose Civic auditorium at 8
m. Friday. On the program are
Marines’ Hymn." "Colonel
gey" march and The Thunrer" march. Prof. Erickson will
uct the hand in his own corn ’Second Symphony for

CMEA Convention

NT

California Music Educators assn.
ill hold its convention at Mon.
, April 10 through 13. Attend, the convention from the Music
iartinent will be Dr. Hartley
*r, head of the music departent: Dr. Russell Harrison, assist PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

thanan

dilemma.
: required
ied in the
ring robthat
13.it that
the prom

ant professor of music; Dr. Forrest
Baird, professor of music; Thomas
Eagan, associate professor of music; Roger Muzzy, assistant professor of music, and Frank Erickson, assistant professor of music.
Prof. Erickson will take part in
the composers forum at the convention. Dr. Snyder is chairman of
a higher education committee
working as liaison between music
departments of junior colleges and
other colleges.

The Art gallery will show a collection of "Contemporary Prints
from Yugoslavia" through April
29. The series of prints is part of
a cultural exchange now touring
American art galleries. Gallery
hours are from 9 a.m. to 4 p or
daily and 1:15 to 5 p.m. Sundav
during the exhibition. The gallery
will be closed April 9 to 17 for
Easter recess.

Music Festival
Plans are tinder way for the
third annual Contemporary Music
festival to he held on campus Friday, April 22. The festival is sphnscored by the Bay section of the
California Music Educators assn.
Original, unpublished compositions
for symphony orchestra, symphonic band, chorus, wind band ensemble and chamber ensembles by
composers throughout the United
States will be performed at the
festival. The program in Concert
hall will be open to the public.

APRIL 6, 1789
It was snowing on th battlefield on
Moscow Hill. t, Gant’s! Nikita Krukundra
was lending the bladt and blue a
The p:nl, army wa, led by Sub-60,10,ml
Marshallvich. They were pink because
they weren’t red enough ye+ to be called
the Red Army. The snow blew and the
rain came down. but my loyal troops
and I p.ished on. The opposition was
blinded and we were able to surround
and ennIlli!a.e them. Why? Because the
c,nfact ;ens we were wearing kept the
snow Out of our eyes. Comrade, do you
wear yours?

,I.CIALISTS WITH CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES
JOE ALLENFRANK JACKSONTechnicians
213 S. FIRST
CV 7-5174

r

F. that sll
this seems
iro is the
hen filters
Nlariboros
One of
tu5r11

COORDINATES ACTIVITIES
The . Conference officer’s job,
Stevens relates, was to coordinate
activities of secretarial personnel
who serviced the various committees, verbatim reporters, interpreters and press representatives.
Serving in this position Stevens
sat in on several committees discussing world problems and heard
over 50 foreign ministers during
debates, including the disarmament speech by Soviet Premier
Khrushchev.
Attiong the "tense" moments of
his U.N. career, Stevens tells, was
when the Russian interpreter’s
translating sound system was cut
off and Stevens was told to find
the trouble.
"The Russian ambassador
pounded his fist on the table,"
Stevens said, "and demanded a
point of order that the proceeding
stop because the interpreter
wasn’t coming through."
"What happened," he said, "was
a piece of lint had jammed the
crystal of the microphone, cut ting
out its transmission."
CREDITED BY KOREA
In more relaxed moments Stevens received the personal thanks
from the Korean foreign minister’
for his assistance to the delegation during a debate on Korea.
Steven’s interest in the United
Nations began when he was at-

Graduate Student
To Play Recital
Tomorrow Night
Violinist (Ada Mazzanti will perform in a graduate recital at 8:15
p.m. tomorrow in Concert hall.
Miss Mazzanti will play Sonata
in D. Concerto in A minor opus
82, Notturno. opus 28 No. 1 and
Two Spanish Dances.
After receiving a B.A. degree
In music from San Jose Stale in
1955, Miss Mazzanti was granted
a scholarship to study for two
years with Sidney Griller and the
Griller string quartet.
Miss Mazzanti presently is teaching instrumental music in the San
Jose Unified school district. The
recital is open to tly, iililifi without charge.

coming, hut they do forget the
W2s, the official laughed.
GI BILL EXCEPTED
Students attending cullegr,
Public Law 350 and the Korean ,.;
bill are reminded their GI benefit -.
need not be filed as earned income.
Retired military personnel, how ver, must file all retirement ben efits except those collected for din’
ability.
The federal official reminded
students they may claim them selves as dependents, even if their
parents contributed more than
one-half their support, if they are
full time students,
"This has caused notch confusion in the past," the official -.AA!

Students and faculty members
have nine days to file their 1959
income tax returns state and federal- -warned the San Jose office
of the Bureau of Internal Revenue
:mil the California state Franchise
Tax Board today.
Deadline for filing returns is
Friday, April 15. Returns must be
postmarked before midnight.
All persons who had incomes in
excess of $600 for 1939 must file
the federal form, either 1040 or
1040A. Single persons with income
of $1500 or who qualify as head of
household and married couples
with incomes of $:l000 must file
the state form.
50 PERCENT IN
According to the federal office
which serves most of Santa Clara
and Santa Cruz counties and part
of San Benito county, a little under 30 per cent of those who must
file have not. This is an average
figure for this time, an official said.
Failure to return the forms before the deadline date will result
in stiff fines, the official said.
On the federal level, a penalty
of 23 per cent of total tax due is
levied against late returns and interest of 6 per cent a year automatically is added.

is one intust go 0’4
hug, which
he campus
entistry
not to taY
stry iv mn iteritar
oh’ of denof mining
ld feet for

itaritrus ’it rig .ari,r bt I.in,
Cole will talk to women students
today at the AWS general meeting at 3:40 p.m. in E118.
Cole will explain what he can
tell about a person from handwriting and will demonstrate with
students in the audience.
Little traits like tilting letter’s
backward means the writer may
have a hidden fear or is holding
something hack. Cole says. (in the
other hand, if one makes y’s with
long strokes, it’s a sure sign he
wishes to make lots of money.
The professional handwrit in.
nalyst is employed by SPVP1,11

iii the United Nations last Jul,:
While there he arranged an appointment with the U.N .’s Department C’onfer’ence Services tor the
position at U.N. headquarters.

at the
The old iidage I
right place at the right time came’
true for Stanley D. Stevens, grad -1
nate pulitjcal science major, who
returned to SJS this semester after serving on the United Nations
secretariat.
Stevens. a 26 -year-old student
from Paso Robles, Calif., SelV(11 as
Conference officer of the Political
and Security committee during the
United Nations’ 14th general assembly September through December.
He received his position while
representing the SJS International
Relations club at the annual Intercollegiate Leadership Institute

Income Tax Returns Due
April 15, Official Warns

CONTACT LENS CENTER

I.’11.-’

tending 5.15 as all undergraduate
student in 1956. Ile is continuing’
his work by concern ’al ing on 1.7.N. I
affairs in his graduate study.
"If opportunity fin future em ployment a oh Oh, riiited Nations
Stevshould aris... I’d
ens says.
This opportunity !nay arise
again this year as Ste%ens w.
appointed last v.eek to repre ,’
San Jose at the no, annual
collegiate Leadership Institute to
be held in New York next June. ’
Ile hopes a committee posit
will he a%ailable again when ti,i,
general asiemhly meets for their
next session. Meanwhile he con- I
tinues his stitilies in United Nations affairs Made working part
time at the SJS library.

SHIRTS
DRY CLEANING
WASH & DRY

Continental Restaurant

Tonight’s Co-Rec, which will lie
held in the women’s gyro Icor.
7:30 to 10, will feature the finaI’if the all -college table tennis tournament. according to Sandra
Schmidt. publicity chairman.
"Hippity Hoppin’ Home" will be
the theme of tomorrow night’s
program. Also featured will lie volleyball, ping-pong, and four square

jot

Addill111111

CHOOSE THE FINEST

etrloom \n’terIttio

IRENE’S
Drive -In
Laundry

WHEN IT COMES 10

STERLING
YOU LI DO EE 31

C/PC,
Union 76
.5r4C.

MONEY DOwt4
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
NO

Si SO. FIRST STRZF.T, SAN JOSE
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show
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Easter Bunny
Plans To Visit
Sparta Soon
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as all go’
t all ended
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er, Patient
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BY OFFICIAL DECREE
,

titled to send in this coupon, plus 4.50, and
benefits therein, from an officially bulged
-f white cotton knit, jm accessory shop. please
Tim pred in blork
lirirml piped in red -

the Enl’
wavabalm.

medium

large
lorry!

address
zone

which i’s
red Philie

medium

tor,

state

address to valley fair shopping cente

JOSEPH MAGNIN

thursday,
april seventh,
from 12.00 till 9.00,
when the complete collection of
exciting swimsuits by rose marie rend
will be modeled informally throughout
the store. scene I, the cartwheel knitted maillot
I
,

,
’

MEXICAN
LEBANESE
end AMERICAN FOODS
Original
.
,
SHISH-KA-BAB
Call CY 5-9519 for Resaryatioas
W. Cater to Banquets, Prin. Partial
Special Rates to Organisations
1098 E. Santa Clara St.
Open Daily II am. 10 pm siscApt Tum.
Adrian Daniel, Managing-Ownor

PROCTOR’SII

STATE PENALTIES
On the slate return. similar penalties are levied against the late
i ler. ’
According to one of the federal
officials in San Jose, one problem
in regard to students filing returns
is that they often forget to enclose
all W2 forms.
They are quite prompt in filing,
usually because they have refunds

The Easter rabbit will take over
Spartan stadium Easter Sunday.
The annual Alpha Phi Omega,
national service fraternity, Easter
egg hunt will offer prizes, excitement and Easter eggs to children
of students, faculty, administration
and the surrounding community,
according to Alan Newman, publicity chairman.
The hunt for eggs hidden by the
elesive bunny will begin at 2 p.m
There will be three age categories
of hunters. Group one will include
boys and girls from 1 to 3; group
Iwo, children from 4 to 6. and
group three, children from 7 to 10.
First, second and third prizes
will he awarded for linding gold
eggs with a special design. Smaller
prizes will be awarded for specially colored eggs, Soil al grand prize
will go to the hunter whir finds
the most eggs.
Prizes and eggs ere c.intributed
, all year by local merchants.

LEBANON

Co-Rec Tonight

STANLEY STEVENS
... back from U.N.

mm

I ing of prospective ernplo;.i
The meeting is open to all women students, according to AWS
pres. Pat Moriarty. Nominations
I for elective AWS offices will be
accepted f rum the floor at tumor row’s meeting
Offices open are president, first
and second %ice president. secretary and treasurer. Applications
for AWS offices are now available
in the Acti% hies office. Adm242,
until April 22. Election will be
Nlity 4 and N.

on

g engineer.
with soma
of a dent ii
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it just elf
Ind, t hit
.of a whtl
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Gains Experience
AWS Hears Analyst Today
’Working With United Nations

1 Student

Print Display

Marine ,Concert

Ale1RTAN

I Wednesday. April 6 Peal

in a kaleidoscope of browns, 10

to

16,

22.95

from the jrn sport shops collections.

JOSEPH MAGNIN
valley fair shopping

center open thursday

9.30 to 9.30

/
Cit’aCti
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NCAA Clash Set

Five Spartan Boxers
On All-College Team

Tagliaferri Suffers First Loss

_10th .9tfitin9...._

Williams’ Four Safeties in Valn
As FSC Drops SJS Nine, 7-5

Frisky Frisco
Figures on Flag
15, .11
It 11 11.115

;I Ow 15th in series of
articles on the major Nagkr teams.
TornorrowMilwauie B,
5.

tIctie TagAce Spa! t:at Ina
liaferri proved that he was only
human last night as Fresno state’s
powerful Bulldogs jumpecb on the
previously unbeaten righthander
for ten hits and seven runs in a
7-5 Municipal Stadium win.
Sophomore Tagliaferri, now 5-1,
entered the game with an unblemished five game win streak, having allowed but four earned runs
In 42 innings for a sparkling 0.86
ERA.
I.ast night "Tug" definitely
had an "off night," as the Bulldogs 11 -Ti rIppr.d hls servings
for five earned tallies to soar his

For the Sate Franci.co Giants
By GARY PALMER
.oil of the fring pun
it’ll
Five San .1,,se State boxers hae title, but will be hard pressed in and into the fire %hen tiles
been named to the 1960 All -Amer- Ire 119-pound division by Idaho I, reak their .iiiiikaket1 Arizona
camp toniorrow and head home
lean Intercollegiate boxing team, State’s Jerry Armstrong.
Some 70 contestants from 15 in preparation for what prompicked by the Boxing Coaches Asmember schools will compete in mrs to he one of the most heat
sociation.
ed National League races in ye.,,
The Spartans led all rdher col- the tourneys’ 10 weight divisions.
Bill Rigney’s nine, which all but
leges and universities by placing ’ Defending champion San Jose
two men, Charlie Brown and State and the University of Wis- had the N.L. pennant wrapped up
Archie Milton, on the first of two consin reign as co-favorites in the last year when, with only one
week to go and a full pair of
gala ring meet.
10 -man teams.
The Spartans. team champions games ahead of the pack, it comRon Nichols, Dave Nelson and
Stu Bartell were chosen on the In 1958 and 1959. are seeking an pletely fell apart at the hands of
unprecedented third consecutive world champion Los Angeles and
second team.
placed title, but the Wisconsinites will Chicago to send the Giant flag
Wisconsin university
four men on the mythical team have a highly partizan crowd urg- flame flittering into oblivion, has
while Sacramento State notched ing them on and with Saturday’s been considerably strengthened in
the winter trade mart without any’.
win, rate a slight edge.
three berths.
Other 1959 titleholders enter- signficant loss.
Tomorrow the 23rd annual
With the acquisition of scrappy
ed include Keiji Shimabakuro,
Stanford’s Indians eked out a
NCAA hosing tournament gets
College of Ida ho. 112 pounds: second-sacker Don Blasingame
under way in Madison. Wis.,
5-4 win over Butch Krikorian’s net
Bob Co r n we II, Washington from St. Louis, utility slugger Jim
with seven INCAA champions
squad on the Palo Alto courts yesState, 12.5 pounds: Joe Bliss, Ne- Marshall from Boston, ex-Cub
terday despite top efforts by Whitslated to defend their titles
vada, 139-pounds: Terry Smith. Dale Long, and former Baltimore
ney Reed and Bill Schaefer.
against the cream of the colSacramento State, 156 pounds: hurlers Billy O’Dell and Billy Loes
Reed and Schaefer notched wins
legiate ring crop.
San Jose State’s Nichols is one Charley Mohr. Wisconsin, 165 the Bay Area nine is solid at every
HOLD KEYManager Bill Rig- over the Indians’ Dick Ogden and
of the seven seeking to retain his pounds; and John Horne. Michi- position.
ney (above), perhaps envision- George Bates respectively for the
*
gan State. 178 pounds.
lone singles victories, while Reed
ing a ’60 pennant for his Giants,
PRIMARY REASON for a penSan Jose’s 1959 heavyweight
and former St. Louis Cardinal and Bob Hill topped Ogden and
champion. Milton, heads the list nant -bound confidence on the Gi- second baseman Don Blasingame Jim Jeffries in a three set doubles
Seniors
ant squad stems from the fart
of three returning runner-ups.
(below) are significant factors in match.
Graduate Students
Another Spartan, who reached that the San Franciscans ail.
Schaefer and Nick Scharf scorSan Francisco’s N.L. flag bid.
grown-up"
it"
in
after
"blowing
tournament
the
finals
of
the
1959
ed the other doubles triumph.
Professional Sales
is Bill Maddox in the 156-pound ’59, have patched up any appar- including a damaged wing which
Openings available on a full
cldss. He lost out last year to Sac- ent weaknesses, feel that the shelved him for over a month,
time basis. An opportunity to
champion Dodgers played above and Mike McCormick, the man
ramento State ace. Terry Smith.
establish yourself in growing
lefthander Nelson of the locals their heads last season, and believe who is most likely to succeed , Softball restors, according to
Santa Clara County in the
will get another crack at the 125- , that ajways tough, but aging. Mil- Warren Spahn as the league’s , Don Hogan, assistantintramural
insurance field. Your employaukee could fizzle out should its toughest lefthander w 11,e n director, must be turned in to the
pound crown after reaching the
ment may lead to a career
m.my
question marks not pan out. "Spahnie" decides to retire his; intramural office by this aftermi-finals last year.
job upon graduation.
noon.
Wisconsin. playing host to the
The awesome Giant line-up victorie-spieling paw.
League play begins on April
tourney in its huge fieldhouse,
features all three qualities which
An able relief crew includes the
, heads the list of entries with
blend to make a pennant win- "butterfly man" Stu Miller 12.841 18. The games, to be played at
For Details
10 men, while Julie Menendez
ner
power, defense, and and O’Dell, both of whom can 1 area parks, will be five inning
will probably send nine men
Phone the
pitching.
start Billy Lot’s, Ramon Monzunt.
Into the ring for San Jose.
Where can more potential pow- and Bud Byerly.
District Agents
Cal Poly and Nevada have six er he found than in a "murderers
The distinction of catching th
Listed Below
entries; Idaho State. Sacramento row" consisting of Willie Mays, potentially great mound col:
State, and College of Idaho have Willie McCovey, Willie Kirkland, goes to spry Ilohle Landrith it
five each: Colorado college has and Orlando Cepeda, with Felipe long ball hitting Bob Schmidt.
FARMERS
Hi-Fi Department
four: Stanford, Santa Clara, San !mon and the newly acquired Mar*
INSURANCE
Francisco State and Syracuse all shall and Long serving as able
(upstairs)
PINCH-HITTING, it is hoped,
GROUP
have three: Virginia and Michigan relief?
will be provided by Joe Amalfiapiece:
and
’
State
two
Marhave
j The sluggers average a shade I, tano, the spring camp flash who
o u nor mice
queue has one.
under 25 -years of age, therefore. I can play anywhere, Andre R111112,
- I
conceivably haven’t reached their i ers, Jose Pagan, and San Jos.
SANTA CLARA
Student Rates
with the exception of Mays Sal Taormina.
Jack Taylor
AX 6-1470
1 A &M Auto Repair prime,
who
slammed
51
homers
once.
and
If
this
squad
doesn’t
make
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
CAMPBELL
Complete Line
are all possible 30-40 homer pro- I a World Series for brand
SPECIALTY
ES 7-1704
Bruce Craig
ducers.
Hi-Fi Stereo Kits
Candlestick Park. a mamrn,..
Hydramatic
Powerglide
SAN JOSE
student rates -47.000 capacity edifice featuril
79 S. 3rd
7-7111
CY
Grower Swofford
CY 5-5223
IDEFENSIVELY the Giants are the ultimate in design and e,,
456 E. Sa* Salvador CY 5-4247
set, since Mays. Alou. and Kirk- venience, there’s a good char,
land are three of the finest fly- that Rigney won’t he around 1,,
chasers in the big time and there pull the strings in ’61.
aren’t very many major leaguers - However, the graying boss plans
who could handle the gloves of to be around for a few years and
Entrance Acrcss frcm Civic Auditorium on W. San Carlos St.
I third baseman Jim Davenport, with the terrific all-around clot)
shortstop Eddie Isressond. and he has to work with, the locals
Union Oil Credit Cards Accepted
Union Oil Products
1Ilasingame.
may he creating a Frankenstein
SPECIAL
Pitching? The record speaks for , that will crawl out of murky
Candlestick cove to tack several
Lent season the Giants’ 3.47 flags on the monumental municiERA was tops in the N.L. and I pal stadium in what could be the
W,th c.,-hase of 10 gals. Gasoline
none of the key contributors to beginning of a new N.L. chamWe give S&H Green Stamps
that sterling slate are gone, so, pint-Kt-dr) dynasty.
%%Ith the addition of O’Dell (2.94
in
there’s no reason it
can’t improve.
Lowest Gas Prices
In "Sad" Sam Jones, who’s got
In Son JOSP
.ne of the sharpest ripples in the
ETHYL -100+ OCTANE
,a;.iiness to go along with his
REG.-90+ OCTANE
icue leading 2.82 ERA and 21
Cigarettes 22c
wins of 1959, the Giants have one
of baseball’s finest all-around
All Major Oils -38e
Ipitchers.
Other potential 20 game winners
are Johnny Antoneill, who twice
4th & William-6th & Keyes
reached that pinnacle despite his
frustrating ’59 bid, crafty Jaek
lotH AND TAYLOR
Sanford, with 15 wins last year

Krikorian Netters
Nipped by Tribe

Softball Rosters

Alco-Paramount
Jazz Records

JIFFY CAR WASH

1

20% STATIONS

11111111111!

(commonly known as
PIZZA in San Jose)
Get eggs decorated in the
following ways ...

Son

-

WEAR

88 So. Second St.
Open Thursday +11 0 p.m,

1111111111

San Jose

_

lit

:C. SI CIF:

ZINKE’S

Repair
49 EAST SAN ANTONIO

ANYONE FOR TENNIS?
Strings repaired
Rackets restrung

25c and up,
4.50 and up.

Wilson - Tad - Bancroft Rackets
Porcell - Converse - Dunlop Shoes
Used Balls and Rackets

Gordon’s Sport Shop
121 E. SAN FERNANDO

It’s Scooter Time
IT’S FUN
TO RIDE
TO
SCHOOL

Come in today
and test ride
the Topper

wv,
HARLEY-DAVIDSON

"7"OPFER
be a
among your
Scootaway autonstic transmission
means easy riding. Tope in maneuver.
ability, gives up to 100 miles per gallon

Yi.u11
STAND OUT
’friends with theen ainartly.styled wheels.

end parks practically anywhere! Take
free demonatratioa ride today.

Immediaie
service
Compleie repairs
New and used
Motorcycles
Closed on Monday

SAM ARENA’S
580 So. FIRST

Cl 5-1960

5.

Make the most of it!
Get ready now for a fun filled vacation
by making your trip preparatjons the right
way. A carefully serviced cor will assure
you of an economical, trouble -free journey and Yager & Silva are the experts

Cheese
Mushrooms
Sausage
Salami
Chicken
Anchovie
Pepperoni
Linguica
Olive and Tana

can rely.
See Yager & Silva today to avoid th,,
minute service rush.
Starter,

Generator Work

Lubrication
Complete Brake Repair
Engine Tune -Up

Parking . p
Student

Closed Mon. and Tues.

tirt Martine’
MEN’S

minimum tlrr,,

Outfielder-pitcher Williams rapped out four solid singles, while
Bachiti slammed the game’s longest blow, a 360-foot triple to right.
center, and also added another

with 25 years experience on whom you
Now is the time
to get "Italian
Easter Eggs"! ...

First Nat’l Charge Plan

while you
attend

The only consolation for the
local. was the continued plate
success of Larry Dilliams and
Larry &whin.

reit-rew 8EG1#c

99’ CAR WASH

.

still respectable ERA to 1.59.
Fleett"linte
Coach Ed Sobczak’s varsity had I aieY
ce er’fieil
’ll’’er Jim Pusatel
Its hitting togs on despite the loss,
snapping
overall
which brought the team’s
asels:sonsh-loo"rigedslusimgnp withsf
and a pair of RBIs.
mark to 13-8-1.
Ten hits boomed off the bats of
the Spartans, but not enough came
at the right time and some fine
defensive work by the Fresnans
wE Fi
didn’t aid the SJS cause.
Spares
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Norton Ties Century Mark for Third Time
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PEPEAT PERFORMANCERapid Ray Norton
boxes home in the century to tie the world’s re-

cord for the third time (:9.3). Pictured from left

are Willie Williams (:9.5), Norton, Bobby Poynter (:9.4), hidden behind Norton, Keith Thomassen, Santa Clara Youth Village (:9.7), Bob Brooks
(:9.6) and Joe Dodson, SCYV

Local Cindermen

Among Best on Coast
1:A p a ,111. San Jose State track times in the dashes, :9.4 for the ’ :40.8 and the half mile in 1:24.8
has a top representative in hunted and :20.4 for the 220 which is also the best in the world
to date.
wry event except the javelin yard sprint.
It took Phil Clifton’s best race
for Pacific Coast cindermen.
Five top times belong to the to beat Chuck Cobb in the 220
Golden Raiders. Bullet Bob Poyn- yard low hurdles. Clifton’s :23
:er has recorded the two best flat tops the coast by two-tenths
of a second.
Speed is the backbone of the
Raider team as evidenced by the
top times in the 440 and 880 yard
sprint relays. Poynter, Jim Flemons, Bob Brooks and Willie Williams have toured the 440 in
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’THEY CAME TO
CORDURA’
c.,cper
El. RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND"
Cr.:
Ladd Jean
plus
"JACK THE RIPPER"
a:so
"ROAD RACE"

CV 5-1960

TOWNE THEATER
"ROOM AT Ylif TOP"
’ ,ierny Nominations
"GRAND CANYON"
Araderny Wnner
"BESPOKEN ovum:Lev
,.8 Winner Feature".
.SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
’The Bramble Bush’

’They Came to Cordaro’
Gary Cooper Rita

Hayworth

GAY THEATER
"ON THE BEACH"
. Fc.l A.oj,riner
PLUS

vacaiion
the right

’SCANDAL IN SORRINTO’
Scphie Loren

Tennis Ace Named to Davis Cup Team
Spartan tennis are ’.’rluitney
Reed has been named 5,) the 14man U.S. Davis Cup tennis squad,
along with five other Bay Area
stars
Reed, the mainstay of Butch
KriKorian’s strong racket squad,

Glovers Lauded
By State Senate
The State Senate passed a resolution by Jack Thompson (R-San
Jose) lauding the Spartan boxing
team and coach Julie Menendez
on their recent victory in the
Pacific Coast Intercollegiate boxing tourney.
The revolution also wished the
team luck in the NCAA finals
begining tomorrow in Madison,
Wis.

FREE

FREE

ill assure
ree jour-

FULL QUART OF MILK
with every

exprts
horn you

I the last

Strongman Tom Daniels’ name
appears in both the shot and discus. Although Daniels hasn’t broken any world records in the shot,
his 53 feet 11 inches is passable
for the collegiate ranks.
In the discus, "Atlas" is only 13
feet behind the leader and with
good conditions Saturday at Stanford may eclipse the 170 foot
mark.

*
*
*
Event--SJS Performer, time, and standing on Pacific Coast
100Poynter, 9.4 (1st-tie); Williams and Brooks, 9.5 (4th-tie)
220Poynter, 20.4 (1st); Williams, 20.5 (2nd); Brooks, 20.6
(3rd-tie)
440Williams, 48.2 (2nd -tie); Flemons, 48.4 (6th -tie)
880Maynard, 1:55.4 (9th)
MileClark. 4:13.5 (4th); Wuiftange, 4:15.1 (6th)
2-MileClark, 9:18.5 (4th)
Low HurdlesClifton, 23.0 (1st); Slachamer, 23.5 (5th -tie)
Shot-PutDaniels, 54-1 (7th)
DiscusDaniels, 165-10 (5th)
High JumpBarnes, 6-10 (3rd); Williams, 6-8Wa (4th)
Broad JuntpBurton, 24-4,z (5th)
Pole VaultKhmnel, 14-6 (3rd-t1e); Chase, 14-0 (9th -tie).

Natalie Wood

Monday
/S

NEW YORK $149
STEAK

is from Alameda. In the past eight
years the net ace has walked off
with more than a dozen major
championships.
He paced the Spartans to a
third place NCAA finish last year
while winning the national collegiate singles ci",k
Reed will be playing along side
such established stars as Barry
McKay and Earl Bucholz when
the U.S. seeks to regain the Davis
Cup title from Australia this year.

154 page best seller enjoyed by young and old, alike throughout our
nation.
In the N.L. San Francisco’s Giants, the pride of Northern
California, will sweep to the flag .tith 103 victories-20 more
than in ’59.
Milwaukee, with fiery new manager Chuck Dressen inserting
the necessary spark, will improve by six games, but still will fall
11 games behind the front-runners.
L.A. will snap out of its dream and barely nip St. Louis, the
loop’s "dark horse" pennant choice, for third place.
The final senior circut standings:
6:711
San Francisco
103-51
67886
Chicago
Milwaukee
92-62
Pittsburgh
Los Angeles
80-74
Cincinnati
64-90
St. Louis
Philadelphia
55-99
78-76

2
3
3
3
4
6
ti
9
9
10
10

SCOKINU
Heti:man, PIKA
11.-hart, Theta Xi
Williams, SAE
Peterson, Sig Eps
Dunbar, Sigma Nu

Eta
11.9
10.9
10.5
10.5

SAHARA OIL CO.
2ND and WILLIAM

OPEN 8-6
6 DAYS A WEEK
(Monday thru Saturday)

ALL
STYLES

Mac’s
119’4’4.4.

$150
C

Barber Shop

aoigg,m1N,

;

Right nest to campus
to serve you better

Mac’s Barber Shop
277 E. SAN FERNANDO

;"’"Z1-7-66-

Across from Admiri.

ARCHIMI>S

It

"K" Club

another

great cilscovery...

what’s up front
that counts

365 E. Julian
Luncheon & Dinners being
served daily except Sunday.

special
16-0Z NEW YORK STEAK
s
.0
Soup
Sa!ad
Coffee

9relett:45

hind Potato
$295

44

Easter Special
Suit .. Sport Coat.. Slax
all wool
Mix ’n Match
4 outfits

7888

cif fashions

EVERY SUN., MON., TUES.

student accounts
invited
Student Discount

SIRLOIN
STEAK

TOP

With ASB Card

$113

Students Must Show ASB Card

Julian iicirlSteaks
Fourth and Julian

Next to Burger Bar

Ir.

41

t

First Western
Bankarnericard

EVERYTHING FOR THE STUDENT

9/4011:5
CY 3-2125
199 S. FIRST STREET
Free Parking in all City Lots
v. yIN NIONE-Al end ItiURI.oA)
TIL 9

You can reproduce the experiment.
(Yes, you can do it
It’s easy as
in the bathtub.) Assuming that you
have first visited your friendly tobacconist, simply light your first Winston
and smoke it. Reasoning backwards,
the discovery proceeds as follows:
first, you will notice a delightful
flavor, in the class of fresh coffee or
of bread baking. Obviously, such

flavor cannot crime from the filter.
Therefore, it’s what’s up front that
counts: Winston’s Filter-Blend. The
tobaccos are selected for flavor and
mildness, then specially processed for
filter smoking. This extra step is the
real difference between Winston and
all other filter cigarettes. Besides,
it’s why Winston is America’s bestselling filter cigarette.

"Eureka! Winston tastes good.
like a cigarette should!"
Cri,

iLIM

NC.

III
95
120
105
105

Big Discounts on
Gasoline!
Motor Oil
All brands 38c qt.
Cigarettes 22C pk.

Garlic Bread, Chili,

ALSO

;HELL

9
Phi Sigma Kappa
8
Delta Sigma Phi
8
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Alpha Epsilon .. 8
Sigma Fhl Epsilon
7
5
Sigma CM
5
Alpha Tau Omega
2
Theta Xi
2
Sigma Ni
I
Lambda (’hl Alpha
1
Delta Cliedlan

IN THE AMERICAN LEAGUE it’ll be pretty much the sic:
story with the one-through-five positions remaining identical.
Champion Chicago, which had to wait 40 years for a flag, v,
easily make it two in a row, as added power gained through r)
acquisitions of Minnie Minos, Gene Freese, and Roy Sievers show.:
easily add seven games to last years mark for a grand total of 101
wins.
Cleveland will improve, but still will be 11 games away
from the top. Deflated New York will attempt to re-eapture its
prestige of old, but to no avail as the ex -champs will stagger horn,
in third with an improved 85 triumphs.
Detroit’s Tigers, still not jelling despite their overwhelming
potential, will round out the upper echelon.
Junior circuit terminal tabulations:
Chicago
Boston
105-53
75-79
Cleveland
90-64
Washington
65-89
New York
85-69
Baltimore
62-92
Detroit
Kansas City
60-04
78-76
*
WORLD SERIES ACTION will find S.F. topping the Sox in a
top-flight Fall Classic going the full seven games.
Harnmerin’ Hank Aaron (Milwaukee) will repeat as bat kinr
with a .360 mark and the same will hold true for A.L. swat mortal,
Harvey Kuenn (Detroit) who will
sport a flashy .345.
Chicago’s Ernie Banks will take
the N.L. homer title with 48, and
Rocky Colavito (Cleveland) will
send 46 out of the park to top
the A.L.
After proudly raising their subpar ’59 hat marks, Stan Musial
makes
and Ted Williams will retire.
Williams will belt 19 homers to
’it him third on the all-time homer list (412) behind Babe Ruth and
Jimmy Foxx.

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

Salad and Baked Potato

lrking .
Student
pates

Theta Chi defeated Sigma Alp).

By MLA PETERS t Epsilon 51-38 to win the 1960 ti.i
WITH THE NATIONAL LEAGUE openers less than a ternity league basketball chamweek away and the American League scheduled to start play in pionship from Phi Sigma Kappa.
23-18 by Delta
about 12 days, we decided to get into the act and do our own which was upset
Sigma Phi.
version of major league predictions.
FRATERNITY STANDINGS
For all practical purposes it shall he known as "Peters’ PenLost
Won
nant Prognostications," or "How the Giants and White Sox will
10
Meet if the World Series," the concluding chapter of a thrilling Theta Chi

Spares

IL

SPARTAN DAILY-11

April g,

Theta Chi Cops ’Mural Title

Nnack4

Vain

I.Vrd nosda

CPRTDSTT

Librarianship State Skiers Ready Honorary Sororit
Award Given For Next Season Entertains Group
With New Officers
Al Dinner

Wet Days in Hannibal

Reservations Due Friday
For Bishop Lilje Banquet
Reservations for the April 20
banquet honoring the Rt. Rev
Hans Lilje, Lutheran bishop of
Hanover, Germany. must be made
before Easter vacation, according to Pastor John Arthur, I.utheran chaplain.
Sponsored by the College Religious council arid the Council of
College Chaplains, Bishop I.ilje
will talk infurmally and answer
questions at the banquet at
p.m. in the Spartan cafeteria.
TALK TO FOLLOW
Following the banquet at 8 p.m..
Bishop Lilje will speak in the First
Methodist Church. Fifth and Santa
Clara sts., on "A United Church
Against Communism in Europe.",
’
The talk is open to the public.
Bishop Lilje has been activeb

KOED Log
KOED, campus closedcircuit ’edit
station, will broadcast today in S0
and the College Union, 315 S. N.12:30.IEssays in Jazz, George ild
oh. Host.
I I:0SSpartan Sports Parade.
I :051 :25Down the Tubes with Howie
and Jim: "Somethin’ Smith and the Red.
heads."
1:25-I:30KOED Headline News.
30Signoff.

RALEIGH BICYCLES
.
. ROBIN HOOD BICYC.....
Sales and Service At

honorary pollee

party

working with European churchmen against Communism. He is
president of the United Lutheran
church of Germany, which includes
,1 both East and West Germany.
The Lutheran and Roman Catholic churches are the only prominent institutions which have not
been severed ’by the East-West
split into separate entities.
RESERVATIONS
Reservations for the banquet
may he made by calling the office
of Pastor Arthur, CYpress 7-4235
or DAvenport 6-6013.
Students may either buy regular $2 banquet tickets or pick up
their tray in the cafeteria line. In
either case, reservations must be
Pa.tor Arthur said.
-r
-

’MISS’ RISESOn its biggest rampage in 13 years, the Mississippi
river burst through levees in two places this week. It flooded basements in downtown Hannibal, Mo., above.

UCLA Says Negroes Injured
Cal Poly To Host ’NoCheatin In Police Raids

CAPE TOWN. South Africa
(UPI) Police clubbed, whipped ,
and shot their way through the native township of Nylanga outside
Cape Town yesterday in an effoi
to drive stay-at-home Negroe
back to their jobs.
The series of raids by heavily
armed policemen left at least 84
African men, women and children
injured -some critically. One Negro policeman was killed before a
drenching rain imposed an uneasy
calm on the area.
Doiens of injured Negroes were
given first aid, many of them under a pouring rain. A first aid
worker, who was not identified by
name, said in the telephone report
that "there were some bullet
wounds among the injured."
In another development, the Anglican bishop of Johannesburg was
reported to have fled to neighboring Swaziland because he feared
arrest for denouncing police shootIntts of the Negroes.

-ailininastraThe 1.1.1.A
tion committee last week decided
to dismiss any student found guilty of cheating or plagiarizing.
(’Ices tournament will
A
The new policy stems from a
be held at Cal Poly in San Luis recent "mass cheat" on a term
Obispo April 15-16. SJS will be paper in an English class. The inrepresented by Bill Jachens, presi- structor gave disciplinary F grades
dent of the Spartan Chess club.
to 10 students for "plagiarizing
Anyone interested In playing in from standard sources" for a term
the tournament may contact Ja-; paper.
i’hens Thursday at the Student 1, The professor charged that stu.ion. There is a $3.50 entry fee.
dents are "not living up to their
responsibilities and consequently
should forfeit their tights to reTo Hospital Board
main in the academic commuProf Pqtt Elected

College Chessmen

nity."

PAUL’S CYCLES

Iv Jack il, taIl ii.,,istant professor of history and education.
vk as recently elected as a member
of the Board of Trustees of Spotswood hospital in Los Gatos.
This is the second hospital board
Pizza with a "Personality"
on which Dr. Patt is serving. Last
HOUSE OF PIZZA
January he was elected to mem-1 John H. Etherton, president of
395 Almaden Ave
CY 7-9908
bership of the board of trustees the California Young Republicans
iit Doctor’s hospital in San Jose. College federation, will address
-- tomorrow night’s meeting of the
!Young Republicans in TH21 at
8 p.m. Topic of his speech is "The
Collegiate Politician."
Plans for the YRCF convention
by
in San Mateo and a presidential
preference poll to be conducted at
San Jose State will be discussed.
398 E. SANTA CLARA
The W. K. Kellogg Foundation
All interested persons are invited to attend, according to Ray has awarded Stanford university s
SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS
15%
school of education $125,000 to
Blockie, president.
provide in -service-training for junour
DISCOUNT
or college administrators.
with your
SPECIALTY
Designed to increase the numI HOUR SERVICE
ASB CARD
ber of qualified administrators, the
program will be set up at the
NOTE: Interviews ris held in the master’s and doctoral level.
Placement office Adrn234. Appoint.
men+ lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students art request.d to sign up early.
TODAY
Pacific Telephone co..
TODAY
Arnold Air society. nineing, B47
1435 The Alameda

CY 3-9766

Young GOP Head

Speaks Tomorrow

WORK OF ART

Stanford Awarded
Fund for Training

CLEANERS

Job Interviews

Spartaguide

Guy F. Atkinson & co..

WELL OVER
2000

PAPERBACK
TITLES AND
INCREASING
WEEKLY

Gamma Delta, mee
Finst Tasman
e
-01 6.15 p.m.
Newman club, me,. Newman hall
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Spa -tan Chi club, meeting CH239

9 - y co
;oartan V. meeflng
Spaoan V. 630 r --’0140RftOW
Hui-O-Kameeina (Hawaiian
-net ng Spartan Y 8 p.m.
Wesley foundation, luncheon. Vie;’,
tcundetion, 205 E. Santa Clara t
210 p.m,
Young Republicans e-w
TH21. 8

TODA

ROBERTS BOOK CO.
125 SO. FOURTH
CLASSIFIEDS
Miseolleeeoes for Selo

To Place an Ad:
CO at Student Affairs Office
Room IS, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
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1959 Jr. Rabbit motor
e CI E W1.1,are
,:ino $2.15
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Transportation Available

Girls J.C. Higgins bicycle, Almost new.
PrIce $30. Cell ES 7-6590.

I

Beverly
CY 2 5784

Riders to San Diego ai.d Me, lf 0, CY
Lovve Fr.d,

Apartments Per Reef

d’ ’-,

-I Republicans
"2-iregiate Po.

Patronize
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Lutherans To Hear
Philosophy Head;
Plan April Dinner

7

Bed, Divan, Matching Chair, Coffee Ta
rather, $65. AN 9.3028.
Lie p5
Typewriters Portable. New German male
th American stand. keyb., Cost $149.50.
Sacrifice $70. ANdrew 4-9729.

%model Notices
Modern 3-rm. pt. ava. ribe May 1st Picnics, NO" Groups 2 to 2000. 2 mi.
$82 50 Cn,.ple prefered. Marlow Apts from
SJS. Senter Park. For information
33 S. 6th. CY 2-2717.

CY 7.0960
Furnished Apt. redecorated. For 2 it 3 Rent a TV. Special studen. rates. Call of.
Cicse. 366 S. 10th, AL 2 2047.
’or 5 p rn. ES 7.2935.

Aeneeneormeefs
Delano 3 rma plus new furn. elec. kit,
w.w carpets. 231 E. San Fernando St.
Invitations, $12.50. Thank
Wedding
leasing.
100
AN
9-9278.
Now
CY 2.5413,
you notes heel AL 2.9191. days. eves.
adults only.

from 579.50

TERMS

140 MONEY ISOWti

TO SUIT YOU

WHIM IT COMES TO
YOU’LL DO BETTiR AT

.

organizatiuo as then.
i,uktataiitig
plush., tor the lull

EUROPE

Wea see the usual plus
avid, Yugoslavia and N
A dif..
fernt tripfor those who
be herded around. Also shorter,int
trips,
Budget _Forked.
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
255 Sequoia, Boa CB
Pa.edene, Cole.

LADIES HAIRCUTS

CY 2-4251

Hove You Thought About a

FUTURE IN FINANCE?
COMMERCIAL CREDIT
Representative
Will be on campus
Friday, April 8

District Attorney
To Talk to Class

See Placement Office to schedule your interview

Louis P. Bergna, Ih,tr,it. Attorney of Santa Clara county, will
speak to the consumer buyer problems class in TE139 tomorrow at
8:30 a.m.
Mr. Bergna’s subject will be
"Criminal Aspects of Fraudulent
Consumer Deals."
There will be room for about 30
extra students to hear the speech,
stated J. A. Burger, associate professor of business.

THINK LITE...
Our southern scouts report
that spring is making an early
assault. Even the crocuses
are planning a big push . . .
all of which means that
Vaughn’s is ready for this
great season with as refreshing a group of fine warm
weather natural shoulder
stylings as you’ve seen in
many a moon.

New York to Europe as low as $876...46 days
Pan Am offers you a fabulous series of spread tiuji iii
tours to areas throughout the world.
To make your tour even more rewarding, you will flY
aboard Pan Am’s huge new Jet Clipper? -the largest,
fastest airliners in the world. On Pan Am Jets you can fly
to Europe, South America, the Caribbean, Nassau, Bermuda, Hawaii, the Orient and ’round the worldfaster
than ever before. That means you’ll have more time to
spend seeing the places that interest you.
Consider Europe. There are literally dozens of tours to
choose fromfeaturing a fascinating and adventuroui
type of travel suited to your interests. Many offer
to
academic credit. And there’s always plenty of free time
or
roam about on your own. Call your Travel Agent full
Pan American, or send in the coupon below for
pant’
iirroo.mot. noi
information.

35% discount .. to students
faculty and employees. Show
identification for a permanent discount card at no
charge to you.

VAUGHN’S

" ------------------------------------------------

Send to: George Gardner, Educational Director
Pan American, Box 1908, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
!lease nend RIP a tree copy of "Adventures
in Eduratien,’ a student’s guide to travel
fun and study abroad.

STUDENT
CLOTHING UNION

WATCHES

11oheisal.
undki Fry as.. sr,li.ite.it
by thu

In Felice Center, 24th & Williams

OMEGA
Preferred by all active men who seek
I dependable self winding watch

.11

LAWRENCE’S BARBER SHOP

;icocict.$
teXiNia,*

tAsYl

James ranch for boy
The sorority’s spr,
Is headed by Sonja I
dent. Other officers include:
president Sue Des Me. secretary.
treasurer Mary liambauer,
ahd
publleity-soeltd chairman
Jeant,e

FLAT TOPS

Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyer,
head of the Philosophy department, will talk to the Lutheran
Student assn. tomorrow night at
7 at their weekly meeting in the
Christian center.
Dr. Donuneyer’s topic will be
"Psychical Research."’ His talk
will be preceded by a dinner at
p.m. Cost is 50 cents.
Jim Hatfield, LSA president, reminded students that reservation!,
for the banquet honoring Bishop
Hans Lilje of Hanover, Germany
April 20, must be made before
Easter vacation.
Bishop Lilje, president of the
United Lutheran church of Germany, will speak following the
banquet at the First Methodist
church, Fifth and Santa Clara
sts., on "A United Church against
Communism in Europe."

MGTD. Go:ni into service, trust
- IN
tes, tire cover, white tonneau,
",e’en seat baits. $895. CL 8-2943.

25c a line first insertion
line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

Riders wanted to L.A.
Leave 4.7. Cal

F

Antos for Sole

Classified Rates:
20o

-nf U-lor high
’
Sa ..earidrn
TOMORROW
Rio Ueda I ’Pgrnone UF ,lienten E men.,

The second annual Dora Smith
award for success in librarianship
was presented at a dinner in the
cafeteria last night to Mrs. Virginia Barrett, senior from Saratoga.
Presented each year to the outstanding senior In the librarianship department, the award consists of $100 in cash. It is awarded on the basis of scholarship.
success, and contributions to the
college and librianship department.
Dora Smith, retired head of the
department, established the award
upon her retirement last year after 30 years of service.
Last year’s winner, Miss Gail
Browne, is now the district librarian for the China Lake area.

Safi Jose :ilate’s Ski club elected next year’s officers at their
final meeting of the season last
week.
The new officers include Roger
Parker. president; Keve Gabbert,
vice president; Mary Letha Zeta,
secretary: Jerry Thompson, treasurer; kionisie Peiry, Juergin kin.
flailand Al Harris, program chairmen; and Nancy Steger, publicity
char rrrian

Name
124 S. 4th imp the Alley)

Open Mot. & Thum Niztt. ’1,1

9150. 11111 STRUT. SAN JOSE

Aretra

Street

Open Thurs, Til 1 p.m.

City
I.

Stem
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